S95B OLED TV

Samsung OLED TV changes the game again with 8.3 million self-lit pixels and ultra-powerful 4K AI Neural Processing, all for a picture so real, it’s surreal. Add on Dolby Atmos® sound built-in, the latest TV apps, and a LaserSlim design and get a viewing experience that’s intensely cinematic.

KEY FEATURES

Picture
- OLED Technology
- 4K Resolution and AI Upscaling
- Quantum HDR OLED
- Neural Quantum Processor 4K
- Motion Xcelerator Turbo+
- Ultra Viewing Angle
- Real Depth Enhancer
- Expert Calibration
- FreeSync Premium
- Auto Game Mode (ALLM)
- Super Ultrawide GameView & Game Bar

Smart Features
- Smart TV Powered by Tizen
- Universal Guide
- Ambient Mode+1
- Multiple Voice Assistants3
- Samsung TV Plus
- Multi View4
- SolarCell Remote™2
- SmartThings Compatible3
- Samsung Health7
- Music Wall

Design
- LaserSlim
- Space Carbon Blade Stand

Connections
- 4 HDMI Ports
- HDMI 2.1 Features Supported4:
  - Auto Low Latency Mode (ALLM), supported on all ports
  - Fixed Rate Link (FRL), supported on all ports
  - Variable Refresh Rate (VRR), supported on all ports
  - Enhanced Audio Return Channel (eARC), supported on all ports
  - 2 USB 2.0 Connections
  - LAN Port

Included Accessories
- SolarCell Remote™ (TM-2280E)

Smart Features
- Smart TV Powered by Tizen
- Universal Guide
- Ambient Mode+
- Multiple Voice Assistants
- Samsung TV Plus
- Multi View
- SolarCell Remote™
- SmartThings Compatible
- Samsung Health
- Music Wall

Audio
- Dolby Atmos and Object Tracking Sound
- Q-Symphony®
- Active Voice Amplifier
- 60 Watt 2.2.2 Channel

Industry Certifications
- Filmmaker Mode
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S95B OLED TV

KEY FEATURES (page 1 of 2)

**PICTURE**

Samsung OLED Technology
With 8.3 million specially designed self-lit pixels inside the screen, this picture is intensely cinematic.

4K Resolution with AI Upscaling\(^1\)
See everything you watch instantly transformed to incredibly sharp 4K resolution.

Quantum HDR OLED
Hollywood's HDR movies and streaming shows leap off the OLED screen with unimaginable detail.

Neural Quantum Processor 4K\(^2\)
Experience everything you watch transformed to 4K by 20 AI-powered neural networks.

Motion Xcelerator Turbo+
Action movies, sports and games look smooth and fluid up to 4K at 120Hz.

Ultra Viewing Angle
You’ve got the best view from every seat, no matter where you sit down.

FreeSync Premium
Take down game lag and stuttering—with your TV and console teaming up.

Auto Game Mode (ALLM)
Ultra-low latency means less lag, less drag and more time to win.

Expert Calibration
Expertly mastered, your picture delivers high-fidelity color on delivery.

Real Depth Enhancer
Experience depth and dimension on screen just like you do in real life.

**SMART FEATURES**

Smart TV Hub
Spend less time searching and more time streaming what you enjoy with Smart Hub.

Smart TV Powered by Tizen
Spend less time searching and more time streaming what you enjoy with Smart Hub.

Universal Guide
Get tailored recommendations for streaming and live TV all in one place with a simple on-screen guide.

Ambient Mode+
Transform your blank screen into the ultimate centerpiece with Ambient Mode+.

Multiple Voice Assistants
Just speak up—your favorite Voice Assistant is built in and ready to help.

Samsung TV Plus
Turn on and tune into free live TV with just your WiFi connection. No subscription necessary.

MultiView\(^3\)
Watch up to two things at once on your TV, including what’s on your mobile device.

SolarCell Remote\(^4\)
The rechargeable SolarCell Remote makes it easy to access and control all of your compatible connected devices with one simple remote. Includes RF harvesting to charge the remote using signals like wifi.

SmartThings Compatible\(^5\)
Take control of your connected devices with SmartThings on your screen.

Samsung Health\(^6\)
Discover how a healthy and balanced lifestyle is within view—Samsung Health tools can help.

Music Wall
Create a mesmerizing mood that matches your music, no matter your playlist. When the TV’s off, turn on a captivating visual experience that moves to the beat of your music.

**DESIGN**

LaserSlim Design
Daringly discreet, this stylish TV shows off its impossibly slender form.

---

\(^1\)Utilizes AI-Based formulas to upscale to 4K Resolution. Resulting picture may vary based on source content.

\(^2\)Motion Xcelerator Turbo+ is only available on select models.

\(^3\)Best experience with PC games supporting UltraWide GameView.

\(^4\)Remote color and design may vary by model.

\(^5\)SmartThings compatible devices only. SmartThings app download may be required.

\(^6\)Samsung Health support devices may vary by region. For more information, please visit samsung.com/health.
S95B OLED TV

KEY FEATURES (page 2 of 2)

CONNECTIONS

HDMI 2.1
Connect up to 4 devices with HDMI.

Wi-Fi
Enjoy your favorite on-demand content seamlessly through your existing network with built-in Wi-Fi (Wi-Fi 5).

AUDIO

Dolby Atmos
Be enveloped by the spectacular cinematic surround sound of Dolby Atmos built right into the TV.

Object Tracking Sound
Sound that moves with the onscreen action.

Q-Symphony
Surround yourself with the sound of your TV and soundbar working in harmony.

Active Voice Amplifier
Made to cut down outside noise, it compares the volume of the sound on screen with your environment so you can catch the words loud and clear.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES

SolarCell Remote™ TM-2280E
Power Cable

INDUSTRY CERTIFICATIONS

Filmmaker Mode
Watch your movies and TV shows the way the filmmakers intended. This new picture mode preserves the director's creative intent and provides a cinematic experience.
S95B OLED TV

MODELS

MODEL: QN65S95B
ORDER CODE: QN65S95BAFXZA

SCREEN SIZE CLASS: 65"
SCREEN DIAGONAL MEASUREMENT: 64.5"
UPC CODE: 887276651255
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Mexico

DIMENSIONS (INCHES W x H x D):
• TV WITHOUT STAND: 56.9 x 32.5 x 1.6
• TV WITH STAND: 56.9 x 35.1 x 11.3
• SHIPPING: 65 x 37.4 x 6.7
• STAND FOOTPRINT: 14.3 x 11.4 x 11.3

WEIGHT (LB):
• TV WITHOUT STAND: 47.8
• TV WITH STAND: 57.3
• SHIPPING: 75

VESAs SUPPORT: Yes (300 x 200)

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN BOX:
• REMOTE MODEL: TM-2280E
• POWER CABLE
• USER MANUAL / E MANUAL

MODEL: QN55S95B
ORDER CODE: QN55S95BAFXZA

SCREEN SIZE CLASS: 55"
SCREEN DIAGONAL MEASUREMENT: 54.6"
UPC CODE: 887276651248
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Mexico

DIMENSIONS (INCHES W x H x D):
• TV WITHOUT STAND: 48.2 x 27.7 x 1.6
• TV WITH STAND: 48.2 x 30.2 x 11.3
• SHIPPING: 57.8 x 32.8 x 6.5
• STAND FOOTPRINT: 14.3 x 11.4 x 11.3

WEIGHT (LB):
• TV WITHOUT STAND: 36.6
• TV WITH STAND: 46.1
• SHIPPING: 60.4

VESAs SUPPORT: Yes (300 x 200)

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN BOX:
• REMOTE MODEL: TM-2280E
• POWER CABLE
• USER MANUAL / E MANUAL

SAMSUNG